PORTS ‘19
STUDENT / YOUNG PROFESSIONAL NETWORKING SESSION

GET READY FOR AN EXCITING INTERACTIVE PANEL DISCUSSION WITH LEADING PROFESSIONALS FROM ACROSS THE COUNTRY. IT’S YOUR TIME TO CONNECT, INNOVATE AND TRANSFORM!

Venue – Commonwealth 1
SEP 17 3:30PM

FACILITATORS:
Sean Gamette, Managing Director, Engineering Bureau / POLB
Todd Mitchell, Remote Sensing Manager / Fugro

INTERDISCIPLINARY PANELISTS:
Colonel Aaron Barta / U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Bill Bruin, Senior Principal / Simpson Gumpertz & Heiger
Tom Kim, Transportation Area Manager / HDR
Monique Anderson, Senior Associate / Shannon & Wilson
Charlie Roberts, President / Child Engineering Corp.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY PANELISTS

COL. AARON BARTA
The 62nd commander of LA’s District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, leading a team of over 700 people in the west.

BILL BRUIN
An active leader in ASCE Copri & Senior Principal at SGH, a national engineering firm that designs, investigates and rehabilitates structures.

TOM KIM
Transportation Area Manager, HDR Focused on ensuring engineers have opportunities to work on projects that align their personal career goals, that ignite their passion to be creative and make a difference.

MONIQUE ANDERSON
Senior Associate, Shannon & Wilson Working to ensure infrastructure we build on our waterfronts have the firm foundations needed for a long and productive life.

INTRODUCTION TO NETWORKING AND PANELIST:

CHARLIE ROBERTS, President of Childs Engineering, specializing in waterfront engineering. Have a passion for diving and engineering? Then, you won’t want to miss hearing from Charlie.

Don’t miss out! You’re the generation that will innovate and transform our industry for the benefit and prosperity across the globe. See you there!

Learn more about ASCE’s mentorship program or visit www.collaborate.asce.org